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A report of the CTA Visit April / May 2011 

By Mike Wood 
Cinema or Theatre, Stalls or Circle, Plane or Train, Mercedes or 

BMW… eh? In Germany, our on-board petrol-head tells me, the only 

choice is between Mercedes (Stuttgart) or BMW (Munich)1. Those 

stalwarts of CTA visits, Rachel and Giles Woodforde unwittingly de-

cided to take us to both on their much anticipated trip. 

Cinema or Theatre? Both aplenty although, like elsewhere, the 

march of the multiplex has taken its toll of our preferred type of ven-

ue, the single screen cinema with stalls and circle. 

Plane or Train? This trip was conceived as a rail journey, as befits 

the green credentials of the Oxford intelligentsia; however several 

members made their way by air, for reasons not least because some 

of our North American cousins joined us, whom it is always good to 

see. I chose the train. 

So it was that on Wednesday 27 April I joined a familiar group at St 

Pancras. That certainly raised the spirits. Even though Eurostar did 

its best to bring us down with a little airport style chaos, we soon 

settled into the journey, with Steve Hartnell our Travel Editions tour 

manager looking after the logistics and making sure that our seat 

locations, connections, etc were made easy for us. 

Stuttgart is the sixth largest City in Germany and the prosperous 

capital of the state of Baden-Württemberg. It sits in a valley sur-

rounded by wooded hills and vineyards. The next day (Thursday) we 

met for a walk through the City centre to our first venues. Our local 

host was Wolfram Hannemann, who writes about film and is a long-

time friend of CTA member Nigel Wolland, also on this trip. Wolfram 

speaks perfect English and has a detailed knowledge of the cinemas 

and the people who own and operate them in the region. 

Crossing the park to the Schlossplatz in the heart of the City, we 

passed the Schauspielhaus (Playhouse) of 1962 and closed for re-

furbishment, then the Staatstheater (1912 Max Littmann), which 

houses the opera and ballet. The large auditorium is the only major 

opera house in Germany to survive World War II bombing; the small-

er theatre was destroyed but rebuilt and reopened in 1962. 

Passing cinemas for later visiting, we arrived at the Metropol. Its 

façade is the three-arch colonnaded entrance to what had been the 

main railway station of 1844. This was replaced in 1922 by the sin-

gle-screen UFA Palast with 1,300 seats and the largest cinema in 

Germany at that time; the railway station was rebuilt elsewhere in 

the functional Neues Bauen style and is still standing. The cinema 

was destroyed in the war. Rebuilt afterwards, it was one of the first 

in Europe with widescreen. In 1960 it became the Palast Lichtspiel-

haus and in the 1970s it was converted to five screens. Surviving a 

threat of demolition, the three screens now operating are Metropol 

 downstairs with 361 seats and digital projection onto a big mildly 

curved screen with tabs; Metropol  is tucked in alongside with 

seating for 100; Metropol  is upstairs in the old balcony space and 

comfortably accommodates 230 in a steeply-raked auditorium below 

a neon-lit dome and with 3D capable digital projection onto a large 

screen behind house tabs with a design based on early film frames – 

evocative and spectacular. We were treated to a trailer show in digi-

tal THX splendour in the number one screen. 

A short walk back towards Königstrasse and our next venue was the 

two-screen Gloria. Downstairs, screen  is Stuttgart’s largest THX-

certified cinemas with seating for 550 patrons on a single reverse-

rake floor. Both screens have digital projection onto nice big curved 

screens with house curtains and the second screen, which seats 

416 upstairs, is also 3D capable. In summer holidays there are free 

screenings in the Gloria Passage. 

A little way further along the street on a corner site is the small Cine-

ma. It seats 190 and shares the same management and program-

ming with the EM (not visited), Metropol and Gloria, all sited in the 

same City centre block. The halls are all immaculate, unfussy mod-

ern interiors with high standards of presentation. The programming 

is mixed mainstream with some more interesting films in the smaller 

screens and the New York Metropolitan Opera by satellite in season. 

Stuttgart & Munich 

The interior of Metropol  Stuttgart 

The exterior of the Metropol Stuttgart 

The exterior and the auditorium of screen  at the Gloria Stuttgart 



At the other end of the pedestrianised City centre is the Delphi Ar-

thaus Kino of 1912. It claims to be the oldest still operating in 

Stuttgart and originally accommodated 720 in stalls and balcony. 

This has now been split with 240 seats in the downstairs Bunuel and 

84 in the upstairs Lubitsch. There were appreciative mutterings from 

some of us as owner/operator Peter Erasmus kindly demonstrated 

the silver festoon to reveal the downstairs screen. 

Mr Erasmus is clearly passionate about the art house business here 

and at his other location. Apparently Stuttgart has an enthusiastic 

mature audience for a more intellectual experience. He still operates 

35mm film projection for the mostly dubbed programme that his 

audience prefers, with occasional subtitled original-version festival 

events. He acknowledges that problems obtaining good prints on 

celluloid mean that a digital changeover will be inevitable. He also 

features premières with the director present and he has made some-

thing of an art of the programming to help a film find its audience. 

Not far away on this side of the City is the other Arthaus Filmtheater, 

the Kino Atelier am Bollwerk. The three screens are housed on the 

lower floors of a modern building and were designed for Peter Eras-

mus with unusual asymmetrical dimensions and wood acoustic pan-

elling specified by the architect in the two basement rooms. Screen 

 Fellini seats 210, screen  Fassbinder seats 135 and is THX 

certified and screen  Truffaut seats 110. We lingered a while to 

hear about the unique design touches, thanked Peter Erasmus for 

his time spent with us and went on our way with the rest of the after-

noon free time. 

Friday started with a journey on the S-Bahn (suburban railway) to 

Kornwestheim and the Capitol. This is family-owned with Gerda 

Schaich in the box office and her son in the projection box. Built in 

the 1920s, it is now divided in to three screens; the Capitol being 

the biggest, followed by Little Red and Black Box. This little suburban 

main-street cinema survives against the multiplex competition. Not 

visited but you may be interested to know that Kornwestheim also 

has a drive-in cinema AutoKino, one of a group at four locations in 

southern Germany. 

We re-boarded the S-Bahn to Ludwigsburg, where we would spend 

the rest of the day. This is a small City north of Stuttgart that 

achieved prominence when a Baroque Royal Palace was begun in 

the early 18th Century and it has grown into a regional centre. The 

Central Theater is a short walk from the station and it dates from 

1913. It is an updated auditorium but essentially unchanged from 

that time, with a small balcony above a long narrow stalls area and 

projection from the back wall beneath the balcony. The original pro-

scenium end has been covered by a new screen (it had an orchestra 

pit of course – sound came in 1928) and the side-wall panels now 

have acoustic tiling. The present seating has reduced the capacity to 

431 in total and the projection is 3D capable digital but the truly 

amazing fact is that it is still owned and operated by the descend-

ants of the person who built it. Claus Wollenschläger is fourth gener-

ation and he told us that he hopes to hand it on to his daughter. 

1945 saw occupation by the US army – however the family decided 

to build the Union Theater nearby. After four years the Central was 

handed back and subsequent developments resulted in two further 

screens of 230 and 122 capacity, currently still on 35mm film. Claus 

invited us for a coffee before walking the two blocks to the Union 

Theater for us to view. This opened in 1951 with 600 seats on one 

floor. It has now been twinned, with 257 in the digital 3D larger 

screen and 147 in the smaller screen. 

The Kino Atelier am Bollwerk Stuttgart 

The Capitol Kornwestheim The Delphi Arthaus Kino Stuttgart 

The Central and the Union Ludwigsburg 



Ludwigsburg supports three other cinemas under the KinoKult ban-

ner. Our first was the Scala of 1909. This is even older than the Cen-

tral but film did not feature until 1932. It had been built as a beer 

garden hall with general entertainments. After a period showing erot-

ic films as La Scala, its fortunes revived in 1986. It is now mixed use 

with stage productions (mostly music and comedy) featuring more 

than film presentation. It retains its 35mm projection and Dolby 

sound in an auditorium that holds 400 seated, or up to 650 part-

standing in stalls, balcony and side slips. The front row of the balco-

ny is divided in to three loges (boxes) by low wooden partitions. The 

middle loge has a pair of double ‘love’ seats. The building is owned 

by the City and is currently undergoing restoration. Our KinoKult host 

was Peter Bader, who let us explore except back-stage as they were 

setting up for an evening live performance. 

A walk across to the old town is the Luna, which is down a residential 

street. This was a brewery store for beer barrels and ice house con-

structed in 1843 with stone from a nearby castle. The vault under 

the cinema is 11 metres deep. It seems to have had an earlier peri-

od as a cinema but little was left after years of dereliction. It was 

completely reconstructed and reopened in 2000 with stadium ac-

commodation for 167. It shows 35mm film with Dolby sound. The 

foyer is in an adjoining building, which also has a concession stand. 

The auditorium appears to have air-conditioning but anyone feeling 

the cold can help themselves to a blanket!  

Our final visit of the day was the Caligari, which is a 1992 conversion 

of a gymnasium. It is co-located with the Baden-Württemberg Film 

Academy, which has exclusive use during the day. The public pro-

gramming is evenings. This is the only cinema in Ludwigsburg to 

benefit from the presence of the film academy, with more adven-

turous programming and an annual film festival. The cinema holds 

160 and, as you would expect, it can show digital 3D, 35mm and 

16mm film in a variety of sound formats. It is basically a black box 

for the study of film and I would guess it does the job well. 

The exterior and box of the Scala Ludwigsburg 

The outside and auditorium of the Luna Ludwigsburg 

The main auditorium and the box of the Central Ludwigsburg 

The Caligari Ludwigsburg 



Saturday was a free day until a scheduled late afternoon visit, so 

CTA members fanned out across the City to satisfy other interests, or 

pursue a chance access to cinemas or theatres that had eluded the 

negotiating skills of our organisers, or just went shopping. 

Then it was to the Wilhelma Theatre at Bad Cannstatt. This was con-

structed as a Royal Court Theatre by Karl Ludwig von Zanth for King 

Wilhelm I in about 1840. It was part of a zoo and botanical garden, 

which is now the largest in Europe and it features Moorish buildings. 

However, the Wilhelma is not in the least Moorish, being in Pom-

peian style. It is the oldest theatre in Stuttgart and a survivor. It was 

closed to public use after the King died in 1864. Some renovation 

was started in 1904, only for the US Army to convert it for a cinema 

use at the end of WWII. As we know from other visits, this is rarely 

kind to an old theatre’s innards. The beautiful interior was painted 

over and other necessary adaptations carried out, including removal 

of the rear wall. It closed again in 1962 and was threatened with 

demolition for a road-widening scheme. It was therefore an impres-

sive feat of restoration that the City achieved in 1985 when it was 

put back to the original for use as a theatre for the Stuttgart Acade-

my of Music and Art. As a cinema it accommodated 700 and it now 

seats 350 on three levels with four boxes. Our guides, Mike Mack 

and Louise Becker, had some photos on display of its cinema interi-

or and then showed us just what the restoration had achieved. 

Sunday’s transfer by coach to Munich took us back to Ludwigsburg 

for a visit to the splendid Baroque Ludwigsburg Schlosstheater of 

1758 by Philippe de la Guêpière. Those of you that went to Stock-

holm in 2009 will remember the Drottningholms Slottsteater, which 

was built in 1766, therefore after Ludwigsburg and both pre-date our 

Georgian theatre at Richmond in Yorkshire. The theatrical mechan-

ics involves scene settings sliding into place along slots in the stage. 

We could not view the workings in Sweden (or Richmond on our last 

visit there) but at Ludwigsburg we were shown the loft above the 

theatre and under the stage with much of the machinery still in place 

from the day it was built and working – thrilling! The aforementioned 

theatres all belong to Perspectiv, the Association of Historic Theatres 

in Europe and are incredible survivors. Of course a lot of restoration 

will have been done to preserve and use these amazing spaces. At 

Ludwigsburg, the theatre auditorium was remodelled in classical 

style in 1812. It had closed in 1853 and lain disused for 100 years, 

thus preserving it. During the winter season, original scenes are 

displayed and a museum includes some early artefacts. 

The ceiling, auditorium and façade of the Wilhelma Theatre 

The entrance, under-stage machinery and proscenium at the Schlosstheater Ludwigsburg 



After a generous break for lunch on our own, most viewed the rest of 

the palace and ate there. We re-boarded the coach and continued 

on the A8 autobahn for Munich. On arrival it gives the impression of 

a much larger City and indeed it is the third largest City in Germany, 

after Hamburg and Berlin and it is the capital of Bavaria. 

After meeting our Munich host Michael Kühnle and friend Thomas 

after breakfast, Monday’s itinerary started with an S-Bahn ride and 

walk to the Kammerspiele Schauspielhaus theatre on Maximilian-

strasse. This building dates from 1901 and is by Richard 

Riemerschmid and Max Littmann in Jugendstil, the German form of 

Art Nouveau. Littman also did the Staatstheater we saw in Stuttgart, 

the Wagner Prinzregententheater in Munich (unfortunately not avail-

able to visit on this trip) and several others in Germany. The produc-

tion company moved there in 1926 and it is now the municipal thea-

tre of the City of Munich. It is a mid-sized house with stalls, horse-

shoe shaped balcony and rear boxes facing a large flat-floored stage. 

The facilities were modernised in 2003, when the auditorium was 

probably also redecorated. This style of theatre interior is unusual, 

with perhaps the most striking feature being the bronze metal pro-

scenium with sinuous naturalistic shapes woven the full width above 

the stage opening. That pleased the theatre faction immensely, so to 

satisfy the cinema fans, it was a short U-Bahn ride to Sendlinger Tor 

Platz named after a gate in the old City wall. 

The Sendlinger Tor of 1913 was opened by Carl Gabriel, a Munich 

cinema pioneer. In 1928 it was taken over by UFA2 and sound came 

in 1930. The interior was originally in a classical style with coffered 

ceiling and colonnaded slips down both stalls and balcony sides, all 

facing a pedimented high and narrow proscenium. The basic layout 

is unchanged but much simplified. There was a major reworking in 

1997 with a larger screen and digital sound; seating comfort im-

proved with the reduction from about 700 to 580. It is now the se-

cond largest screen in Munich and it has been operated by the 

Pressmar family as an independent single screen for more than fifty 

years. 

The auditorium and Royal Box at the Schlosstheater Ludwigsburg 

The façade & interior of the Kammerspiele Schauspielhaus Munich 

On the stage of the Kammerspiele Schauspielhaus Munich 

The façade and auditorium of the Sendlinger Tor Munich 



Outside Munich City centre is the Rosenkavalierplatz and the Cadil-

lac & Veranda. This twin was built in 1986 by a local gossip column-

ist, who wanted to add a little movie glamour to film-going. The 

unique Cadillac is themed around the American automobile and tries 

to give the appearance of sitting in the car, even though it has 198 

seats. It has a good try, with mock street scenes outside the ‘side 

windows’ a ‘dashboard’ and a rear view mirror dropped in front of 

the screen (it elevates at the start of the film!). The Veranda seats 

99 in a trompe l’oeil winter garden effect, which works quite well. 

The wooden ‘veranda’ appears to be actual wood construction and 

not paint effect! There is an American diner theme to the conces-

sions. 

Tuesday started with a walk across to nearby Karlsplatz to the Gloria 

Palast of 1954. This originally stood alone as a première house but 

shops have been built around it and the front entrance in now in a 

small courtyard. This made for a surprise on entering the auditorium, 

which is larger than expected, probably seating 500 in stalls and 

balcony and clearly recently renovated. The front two rows of the 

balcony are divided in to seven loges in similar fashion to the Scala 

in Ludwigsburg. The Gloria was originally owned by German film pro-

ducer Elsa Kubaschewski but now appears to be operated by 

Kinopolis along with the new 14-screen Mathäser across Karlsplatz. 

As built, it had fountains playing across the front of the screen to the 

sound of an organ. The fountain plumbing and organ remain in situ, 

hidden by the later CinemaScope screen but illustrated by a large 

photograph in the upper foyer. 

The fantastic auditorium and façade of the Cadillac and the auditorium of the Veranda Munich  

The exterior and auditorium of the Gloria Palast Munich. Hlia struck the gong in the foyer – and deafened us all! 

The Gasteig Cultural Centre Munich 



Across the City centre and the river Isar to the Gasteig Cultural Cen-

tre, this was developed over the period 1978-1985 and it contains a 

large concert hall and several smaller auditoria. Not part of our itin-

erary but it provided a good coffee stop and starting place for a walk 

through this part of Munich. Passing the Museum Lichtspiele, a 

1910 conversion of an earlier variety hall also for Carl Gabriel, now 

with four small screens and quirky programming, including the Rocky 

Horror Picture Show that has been playing since the film’s opening, 

we crossed the river to the Forum Kino. Now closed for development 

by the adjoining science museum, it was a conversion of a 1935 

Congress Hall building into the first IMAX in Germany, in screen , 

with two other smaller screens. IMAX gave way to digital 3D retaining 

the IMAX screen and steeply raked seating. 

Back across town on the S-Bahn to the Kino Gabriel (that name 

again), which is the oldest surviving cinema in Munich and still on 

film from 1906. Early photos on display in the foyer show that it has 

been through four very different interiors. In 1906 it looked like a 

long narrow basement conversion and in 1930 this became a much 

larger hall, possibly with a balcony. By 1956 it seems to have grown 

bigger still and then looked like a (much) smaller version of the Em-

pire Leicester Square. I wonder if George Coles had a night out at the 

pictures in Munich before he re-did the old Thomas Lamb? This last-

ed until 1975 and into a general decline and twinning. Now refur-

bished, the main screen seats 208 and the other 63, both with 

35mm and Dolby sound. This is another cinema to have survived in 

family ownership spanning four generations. 

After a lunch break, we met up at the Bayerisches Staatsshauspiel 

(Bavarian National Theatre) for a tour of the Residenztheater (Royal 

Theatre). This is a 1991 rebuild of the 1951 theatre, which itself 

replaced the original theatre, the interior of which had been disman-

tled and stored to avoid the possibility of WWII bomb damage. This 

came about in 1944 when the entire building was destroyed – hence 

the post-war rebuild. The present auditorium can accommodate up 

to 1,200 patrons on three levels. The stage can be reconfigured with 

fore-stage lifts; it has a revolve and the huge stage-house walls are 

painted white – one of only two, apparently. The rear wall has a dis-

tinct mid-section curve; whether this represented a solid cyclorama 

as popularised in Germany in the 19th Century, or maybe built that 

way to accommodate one, was not clear. The Residenztheater pro-

duces thirty plays in a season. 

Across a square to the rear of the Residenztheater is the Marstall. 

This was the royal stable block. Now it is in part a studio theatre for 

experimental work, the rest of the space given over to workshops 

and storage. In the Marstallplatz square outside, a crew were putting 

the finishing touches to a temporary mini opera space of science 

fiction appearance called Pavilion 21 [see back page]. This is for 

experimental work during Munich Opera Festival. The Bayerische 

Staatsoper (National Opera) adjoins the Residenztheater and some 

of our group joined the public tour on Wednesday’s free day. 

The final official visit of our stay was to a theatre that got dismantled 

and stored during the war, now known as the Cuvilliès-Theater, after 

its architect, or Altes Residenztheater (Old Residenz Theatre). The 

whole Rococo auditorium interior was constructed of wood and this 

was taken apart, the pieces numbered and the two halves each The façade and main screen at the Gabriel Munich 

The Museum Lichtspiele Munich 

The façade and interior of the Residenztheater Munich 



stored in separate places, so that if one got destroyed the other 

would be a template for complete restoration. It so happened that 

this had been all but forgotten in the chaos of war and its aftermath, 

until somebody remembered the theatre stored fifteen years before. 

The original gold and red wood carvings to the balconies, royal box 

and proscenium (they look like drapes in the photos but are carved 

and painted wood) were reassembled in a different part of the Resi-

denz to magnificent effect. It is like walking into a box of red and 

gold foil wrapped chocolates. If you could eat a theatre, this would 

be the one! 

Wednesday, our last day and a free day but a little surprise for us 

from the Woodfordes. Just to remind us that we are foremost cinema 

enthusiasts, was a visit to the cute little basement 164-seater 

Theatiner FilmKunst. This is something of an institution in Munich, 

showing mainly French language original version under the control of 

Marlene Kirchner for fifty years and classic posters of La Nouvelle 

Vague line the foyer to set the scene. Europe celebrating its differ-

ences for a change, as we had done. 

And did we prefer Mercedes or BMW… Stuttgart or Munich? Tour 

manager Steve took a straw poll as we changed stations in Paris and 

the vote was even. Both Cities combined to make a memorable visit. 

Thank you to the organisers, their local fixers and the owners and 

managers of the cinemas and theatres that we had the pleasure of 

visiting. 
1 For the purposes of this tortured analogy we shall ignore VW, 

Audi and Porsche. 
2 UFA is Universum Film AG which was founded in 1917, becoming 

synonymous with German film production from 1921 when it 

occupied probably the oldest large-scale film studio, Babelsberg, 

in the world near Potsdam on the outskirts of Berlin. Fritz Lang’s 

Metropolis, Robert Wiene’s The Cabinet of Dr Caligari, Josef von 

Sternberg’s The Blue Angel, which brought fame to Marlene Die-

trich and many more were made there. In 1920 UFA had opened 

the UFA-Palst am Zoo in Berlin, then Germany’s largest cinema. 

The studios later became a Nazi propaganda tool with Leni Rief-

enstahl’s Triumph of the Will amongst many, falling into Soviet 

hands at the end of the war. Today it is a significant exhibitor 

along with Kinopolis and Cinemaxx. The studio’s ownership 

changed after the war and reunification but continues in TV and 

film production. Nearby is the Potsdam Film Museum with relat-

ed displays. 

More information at these websites: 
 [tinyurl.com/3m2wtdh] Mathäser 14-screen tour. 

[tinyurl.com/3pty6tp] René Birkner billboard painter for 

Sendlinger Tor Munich YouTube clip. 

[www.kinoteam.de] Proto projectionists should visit this site and 

go to “Kinotechnik” for the German experience, including early 

days and the GDR. 

 [www.tsd.de] The Ernemann projector factory in Dresden (ex 

GDR) is now the science museum and has original cinema and 

photographic product on display. 

 [www.filmmuseum-potsdam.de] Potsdam Film Museum also has 

a good collection of projection equipment and other German 

cinema related items. 

 [www.perspectiv-online.org] Perspectiv, the Association of Histor-

ic Theatres in Europe. 

 [tinyurl.com/6epkw64] & [tinyurl.com/6xav9lu] are links to John 

Benzing’s YouTube videos of the trip. 

Photos by Mike Wood & Harry Rigby 

The Royal Box, interior and entrance to the Cuvilliès-Theater Munich 

The entrance and auditorium of the FilmKunst Munich 



A report of the CTA Visit February / March 2011 

By Elain Harwood 
Following the success of David Vinnels and Brent Skelly’s first tour to 

India in 2005, we were back by popular demand, a mix of old-timers 

with new recruits, many from the Twentieth Century Society. 

We arrived in pouring rain at Chennai, formerly Madras. Thereafter, 

most of our trip was in glorious sunshine, impeded only by city 

smogs. Some of the cities we visited are amongst the largest and 

most congested in the world. Chennai, its population of seven million 

making it India’s fourth-largest city, represents the new India, with 

gleaming office blocks springing up amidst the teeming older settle-

ments that emphasise the growing divide between rich and poor. 

Dodging between the venues then hosting cricket’s World Cup, there 

was in fact very little evidence of this major international competition 

(or of cricket at all) until we reached our final destination, Dhaka. But 

what a variety of cities we visited, most with a fine array of single-

screen cinemas, though the pace of change and closure has has-

tened since David and Brent organised their first trip.  

By 2000, Chennai’s film production colony (‘Collywood’) had out-

stripped ‘Bollywood’ in the number of films produced each year but 

being mainly Tamil and Telugu productions their distribution is more 

limited. Our cinema-going quickly adopted a regular pattern, rather 

different to that in 2005, whereby we would turn up to be formally 

and usually very enthusiastically welcomed by our hosts and we 

would photograph the foyers and immaculate projection boxes be-

fore an interval in the long film programmes gave us ten minutes to 

run round the auditoria, to the bemusement of the paying patrons. 

The auditoria were generally simple halls, where not decorated with 

bright light displays. It proved more difficult to fumble across the 

back of these halls after the lights had dimmed to find the ladies’ 

loo, often set away from the foyer. The gents had it easier, particular-

ly in the smaller towns where a long foyer to the side of the stalls led 

down to the cheaper seats and ended in an almost entirely public 

convenience. 

An early survival in Chennai was the Electric Theatre, where a plaque 

claimed it to have been built in 1900. David has proved that it was 

built in 1913 but the false date is a source of pride to its owners, the 

Post Office, who now use it as its Philatelic Bureau. The most elabo-

rate cinema in the City, stately set in its own courtyard behind a statue 

of a naked lady on a rearing horse, is the Casino, opened in 1943 and 

still retaining some modèrne decoration, including a large mural in the 

foyer by C&A Associates of Bombay. A particularly warm welcome 

awaited us at the Shanti DeLuxe, built in 1959-61 by a film-making 

Ganesan family, who still run the cinema, now subdivided. The immac-

ulate period foyers feature memorabilia to their superstar ancestor, 

Sivaji Ganesan. A feature of Indian cinemas is the number built by film 

stars. The Chennai suburbs have some fine modèrne cinemas - bril-

liantly painted, with orange being particularly favoured, including the 

Bharat of 1950, the MR and Janatha, close to the airport.  

Madras was de facto the birth-

place of British India in the seven-

teenth century, following earlier 

settlements there by the Portu-

guese and Dutch. Although briefly 

occupied by the French in 1746-

9, the British settlement grew 

steadily as a trading colony and 

naval base, centred on Fort St 

George, with its walls, barracks 

and arsenal rebuilt after 1749 

and St Mary’s Church of 1678-

80, the oldest extant British build-

ing in India. We also visited Rob-

ert Clive’s impossibly tall and imposing house, where he lived as 

governor. But the City’s British history is best represented by the 

Indo-Saracenic style and the work of its leading practitioner, Henry 

Irwin (1841-1922) and Robert Fellowes Chisholm (1840-1915), a 

sumptuous fusion of western Gothic with Mughal arches and domes 

in red brick and terracotta. We admired Irwin’s Connemara Library of 

1890, along with the Museum Theatre alongside, beautifully re-

stored in 2010, Egmore Station and the huge High Court, its design 

inspired by GE Street’s Law Courts in London and built in 1893. 

Chisholm designed the central station with George Hardinge in 1873 

and built the nearby Victoria Public Hall to celebrate the Empress’s 

Golden Jubilee. His finest achievement, however, was the Senate 

House of the University, built in 1864-79, to which we had special 

access via members of its staff with a particular interest in architec-

ture. Four students accompanied our tour and two came on with us 

to Pondicherry – and even made a film about us. We await the re-

sults. The Indo-Saracenic style continued into the Twentieth Century, 

along with more modern styles. We admired the derelict Art Deco 

Hotel Dasprakash, with its open-air auditorium and roof decks. Per-

haps the most remarkable modern building we saw in Chennai was 

the Visvesvaraya Tower, built as the landmark of an Industries Fair in 

1968 and dubbed the ‘thermos flask’. The tower and a small park 

around it were preserved after the exhibition ended and, illuminated 

at night and surrounded by promenaders and fountains reminiscent 

of a genteel Festival of Britain, it marked a fitting finale to the first 

stage of our tour. 

India 2 –Eastern Promises 

The Maharani Talkies and the Electric Theatre in Chennai 

The Janatha & MR cinemas in Chennai 



Next morning came the long coach journey to Pondicherry, supplied 

with lunch boxes and ably attended by our smiling busboy Prakash 

(aka Potash). This was a chance to experience rural India, via long 

ribbon developments and one remarkable drive-in cinema, the 

Prarthana Beach Drive-In, built as recently as 1991 with a restaurant 

and small indoor hall. A very different diversion followed at Mamal-

lapuram, a world heritage site of monolithic rock-cut and cave tem-

ples mainly from the seventh century, including a carved elephant 

and enormous bas reliefs against the cliff face. Such strange struc-

tures defied comprehension but impressed by their wow factor 

alone. 

Pondicherry is a different ‘wow’, a settlement established by the 

French that still retains graceful, genteel squares (extraordinarily 

calm for India) behind the teeming seaside strip, with their original 

French street signs and war memorial – it remained a French colony 

until 1954. The cinemas are mainly in the typically boisterous Indian 

City behind, including the Balaji and Raja, the latter dating from 1968 

and still with touches of the modèrne style. The French quarter 

boasts the Jeanne d’Arc, long closed but still bearing its name, a 

relief of the Pathé cockerel and the date 1934. It is also the home of 

the Golconde, the first Modern Movement building in India, designed 

by Antonin Raymond in 1935 as a dormitory for the Sri Aurobindo 

Ashram, founded by the spiritualist Aurobindo Ghosh (1872-1950) in 

1926. His French collaborator Mirra Alfassa, known as The Mother, 

went on to establish a new settlement where people from around the 

world live and work according to Aurobindo’s teaching, Auroville, a 

Utopian garden City centred on a spherical golden temple, the Matri-

mandir [see back page], built in 1968 to designs by the French archi-

tect Roger Anger. This we could see only from a distance but David 

and Brent secured a remarkably thorough tour of the rest of the ex-

tensive community, which is devised in a series of radiating sectors – 

International, Industrial, Cultural and Residential. The first housing 

was in thatched huts; more sophisticated modern houses by interna-

tional architects have followed in recent years, including more com-

munity-based housing, town hall, library and cultural centres. The 

most interesting buildings incorporate traditional technologies and 

natural ventilation, rather as the Golconde had in the 1930s. 

All this was but a prelude to Calcutta, now Kolkata, the capital of 

British India until 1911 and a sprawling city of perhaps seventeen 

million people, large numbers of whom seem to live permanently on 

the pavement – a place for shopping, cooking, eating and sleeping. 

It was amazing, too, how much people could carry on their heads. 

For walking on, pedestrians can share the road with buses 

(seemingly held together by their brilliant paintwork), lorries, rick-

shaws, tuk-tuks, animals and trams. Calcutta has the last tram sys-

tem in the sub-continent, with mainly vintage tram cars. It also has 

its own film industry in the suburb of Tollygunge, or ‘Tollywood’; it 

was striking to see films depicting local scenes when we made our 

visits. 

We were based in opulence in the Edwardian Grand Hotel at the 

heart of Chowringhee, the British commercial centre, where there is 

an exceptional concentration of cinemas, though some have gone 

and more are threatened with closure. Highlights included the Elite, 

built in 1915 but modernised in 1946-50 by MA Riddley Abbott and 

John Berchmans Fernandes in a modèrne style, both externally and 

internally, with a handsome bar that was home to Bengali Bhangra 

singing in the evenings. 

The French Quarter and the Golconde in Pondicherry 

A Calcutta tram 

The façade and bar of the Elite Calcutta 



The New Empire, by de Bois Shewsbree, FRICS, MTPI, of 1927, also 

had an attractive bar and a modernised auditorium. We were made 

particularly welcome at the Paradise of 1958, whose manager col-

lects trophies for the long runs and beautiful maintenance of his 

theatre. 

Very different are the fates of the Lighthouse, built in 1934-8 by no 

less than Willem Dudok, architect to Hilversum new town and one of 

the greatest influences on British public buildings in the 1930s, 

which is now a store and the Metro, the first cinema in India by 

Thomas Lamb, designed for MGM in a thorough-going modèrne Art 

Deco in 1935. This is now threatened with closure and being system-

atically stripped out by its hostile manager. It was a treat, therefore, 

to visit the immaculate Mitra, originally the Chitra, the pearl of Cal-

cutta’s many suburban cinemas, with fanciful flower paintings in its 

foyer, where the owner/manager was particularly welcoming. Nearly 

as impressive were the marble foyers of the cinema opposite and 

the exuberant Radha, whose auditorium is a rare example of rich 

plaster decoration.  

The auditorium and bar at the New Empire Calcutta 

The façade and auditorium of the Paradise Calcutta 

The façade, foyer and auditorium of the Metro Calcutta 



Calcutta also has splendid eighteenth and nineteenth-century build-

ings, of a scale appropriate to a capital. We admired the Victoria 

Memorial Hall, a massive monument to the Raj in splendid grounds, 

by Sir William Emerson, completed only in 1922, the vast Howrah 

Railway Station by Halsey Ricardo, the General Post Office of 1868 

and Gillander House, an early work by HS Goodhart-Rendel from 

1909 that displays Arts and Crafts idioms he was never quite to lose 

in a long career as a (mainly) church architect. We were charmed by 

a Jain Temple, its grounds as colourfully pretty as Copenhagen’s 

Tivoli and the Fairlawn Hotel, a building of eighteenth-century origins 

still governed by the redoubtable Vi Smith, now in her nineties, who 

warmly received us with gin, tonics and bhajis, the perfect Indian 

fare. Amazing, too, was the hospitality of the Ranjitsingh family, who 

welcomed us into their beautiful Art Deco home, designed in c1945 

by Arjun Roy. Of all the cities we visited, it was perhaps the most 

exciting and the one we are most anxious to return to – there is just 

so much to see, hear and experience. 

But instead we headed off by bus, plane and a convoy of little jeeps 

into the foothills of the Himalayas, first to see the cinemas of Siliguri, 

a typical Indian large town, including the Biswadeep, an intact hall of 

the 1960s. Then we headed uphill and more uphill, to Kurseong, 

4,144 feet above sea level, where suddenly we were among the tea 

plantations of the Himalayas, amidst people who looked more Nepa-

lese than Indian and in an area that has an almost separate culture 

from lowland India. The town is a centre not only of tea but of educa-

tion and we visited a nineteenth-century former seminary as well as 

the New Plaza Theatre, a long-disused cinema which is now partly a 

dwelling.  

Kurseong’s greatest fascination for us, however, was as the centre 

of the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway, built on a 2ft gauge in 1879-81 

which rose from Siliguri on the plain to Darjeeling, 7,218 feet above 

sea-level. A landslip meant that we had to board our specially char-

tered steam service at Kurseong. Thence the train cuts and weaves 

across the only road, interrupted only by grazing goats, market stalls 

and washing to the summit of Ghoom, before descending gently into 

Darjeeling via a 360 degree loop. Remarkably, there are no tunnels 

but the train does halt regularly for water – the engine’s tanks are 

small.  

Darjeeling, developed by the British as a summer residence, still has 

the grace of the Raj and nowhere better than our hotel, the Winda-

mere, with its wood fires and afternoon tea complete with cucumber 

The Regal, the Chaplin Gates and the Sir Stuart Hogg Market in Calcutta 

The façade, foyer and auditorium of the Bisdaweep Silguri 

Howrah Railway Station 
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sandwiches. The town has many nineteenth-century buildings, in-

cluding the Town Hall, 1921 and still Gothic, operated for many 

years as the Capital cinema. Not everything was relaxed, least of all 

awakening at 4am to see dawn on nearby Tiger Hill, where we were 

fortunate to see not only Mount Kanchenjunga, the world’s third 

highest peak, bathed in the pink dawn sun but also Mount Everest 

itself. By 9am Kanchenjunga was lost to the smog but we had had 

the experience of a lifetime and also visited Yiga Choling, Darjee-

ling’s largest and oldest Buddhist monastery, dating from 1875. 

Could anything surpass such a unique place and the experience of 

one of the world’s great train rides? 

Yes, actually. By this point, even I was wondering how Dhaka could 

surpass such natural beauty. The capital of Bangladesh, few tourists 

visit Dhaka, least of all to look at its cinemas. We are used to taking 

thousands of photographs but never before have so many people 

photographed us. We were made exceptionally welcome and cinema 

operation, in decline in India, seems alive and well, with immaculate-

ly presented halls from the 1960s and superb projection boxes hous-

ing shining original machines and proud projectionists. Managers vie 

to have more curtains than their rivals, the Modhumita with its fes-

toon outdone by the Balaka with three sets of tabs. These were par-

ticularly handsome interiors, with grand foyers and bright light 

presentations in the auditoria – at the Balaka an additional screen 

has been inserted into ancillary accommodation to leave the 1,011-

seat original auditorium intact. 

Dhaka has fine other architecture too. There is the Pink Palace built 

by Nawab Khwaja Abdul Ghani in 1859-72 at the heart of the City 

and the nearby contemporary Star Mosque, made more special by 

our travelling to it in cycle rickshaws – Dhaka’s main form of public 

transport and traffic congestion. However, it is the 1960s’ and later 

architecture that is most impressive. The Kamalapura Railway Sta-

tion was the most striking of any of the stations we saw, built in 

1961-3 with dozens of concrete shell roofs. Then there was the work 

of Mazhural Islam, Bangladesh’s leading architect, who produced 

elegant buildings in brick and concrete, the best like his College of 

Arts and Crafts (1953-5) and National Library (1978-9) carefully 

understated and entirely appropriate to their climate, built of simple, 

affordable (yet elegant) brick and concrete and naturally ventilated.  

Islam was invited in 1962 to design the capital buildings for what 

was then East Pakistan but he had studied at Yale University in the 

United States under Paul Rudolph and had come to admire the work 

of a former teacher there, Louis Kahn. Islam forsook the country’s 

most important commission to bring his hero to Bangladesh, along 

with Rudolph and another former tutor, Stanley Tigerman. Kahn, who 

died returning from a site visit to his National Capital Building (Jatiyo 

Sangshad Bhaban) in Dhaka in 1974, is one of the truly great post-

war architects and perhaps the only one whose work can equally 

excite modernists and traditionalists. He is not well known outside 

architectural circles because his mature career spanned only twenty 

years and his work is scattered among the United States’ smaller 

cities and can be found in Ahmedabad (India) and Dhaka. Kahn 

planned his buildings meticulously from the inside out, in which prin-

cipal and ancillary accommodation (termed ‘served and service 
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space’ in his writings’ is carefully placed in relation to each other via 

a powerful geometry. This last feature is clearly expressed at the 

National Capital in a series of square and circular openings that 

provide light and ventilation to the building. Smaller brick buildings 

surround the main capital building, which is set in a lake. The com-

plex is much Kahn’s largest commission and perhaps his master-

piece, completed in 1982 and one of the largest legislative ensem-

bles in the world, combining a central parliamentary hall, libraries, 

prayer hall, offices and residences on a single site. The plan looks 

extraordinarily complex in published drawings but is surprisingly 

logical on site – that is one of Kahn’s great achievements, coupled 

with the quality of construction always found in his buildings, which 

here achieves a tactile monumentality.  

David and Brent’s first trip to India was something truly special. This 

was no bland sequel but a remarkable experience in which we broke 

new ground, in the cinemas we saw, the transport we experienced 

and the fascinating other architecture we visited. Above all, the pair 

are passionate about the countries we visited, their organisation was 

meticulous and the whole tour thoroughly researched and reconnoi-

tred. It was another treat of a lifetime, for which we must thank all 

the owners who made it possible, our many guides and Mr Chopra 

and his staff at Travel Pals who pulled all the strings to make it hap-

pen. There was so much to see, photograph and experience. The 

catch-phrase at the back of the bus was “I’ll show you mine if you 

show me yours”. Can’t wait for the slide bash. 
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